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Wrecks without reckoning
- Keeping the gods appeased

Operating in Oceania
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Presentation Notes
HelloBulaKia OraTena koe, tena kotou, tena koutou katoa



Roger C King - Master Mariner (SCR)
16 salvages and wreck removals

RENA, KEA TRADER, SOLOMON TRADER/DORIC CHARIOT, MAJORCA, SPD 13A Platform, CRYSTAL SEA, JODI F MILLENIUM,  
PORTLAND BAY
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have attended salvage and wreck removals in the Solomon Islands, Papua New Guinea, New Zealand, New Caledonia, Iran and Australia. I am well experienced in operating in remote and challenging locations and engaging with the diverse peoples of Oceania. I have acted as casualty representative, owners and insurers representative, independent surveyor, shoreline response manager and distressed cargo specialist. Today I will discuss the cultural and spiritual impacts of marine casualties, present some case studies and some best practice pointers for salvage and wreck removal without invoking the reckoning of the gods, especially in the context of the Pacific.
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Magellan - 1519
Crossed the pacific. 1 ship out of 5 
returned to Spain
Killed by natives in the Philippines 

Dufresne - 1772
Voyages in search of the Southern 
Continent
Killed by Maoris in New Zealand

Cook - 1779
3 Expeditions to the pacific
Killed by Natives in Hawaii

La Peruse – 1788
2 vessels wrecked by a cyclone
Perished in the Solomon Islands 

• Balboa – 1513
• De Neira - 1568
• Drake – 1577
• De Quiros - 1606
• Tasman – 1642

• Roggeveen - 1721
• Wallis - 1766
• Bougainville - 1766
• d'Entrecasteaux - 1792

History of Exploration (and Disaster) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So why the Pacific?The Pacific Ocean is our neighbourhood;46% of the worlds water surface and larger than all of Earth’s land area combined.Hard not to notice it …. You would think….. Especially when:Brisbane to Port Moresby – a tick over 3 hoursBrisbane to Honiara – under 4 hoursAre all closer than PerthBut do we do enough to know and support Australia's neighbours - our cousin brothers and sisters – particularly when wrecks occur. Peoples of Asia and Oceania have travelled the Pacific Ocean since pre-historic times but Europeans didn’t ‘discover’ the ocean until the early 16th century. It was Portuguese explorer Ferdinand Magellan who upon encountering the favourable winds of the Pacific Ocean, during the Spanish circum-navigation of the world, called it ‘Mar Pacifico’ - Peaceful Sea.In many cases the early explorers experiences didn’t end too well! Magellan, Dufresne, Captain Cook and la Peruse. Why was that?



Oceania Region

• Australasia, Micronesia, Melanesia 
and Polynesia

• Australian West Coast to Pitcairn 
Islands

• Northern Marianas to Macquarie 
Island and NZ sub-Antarctic Islands

• 40,500,000 inhabitants
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Pacific Ocean has over 25,000 islands which are predominantly divided into three main groups Micronesia, Melanesia and Polynesia. Melanesia is the area encompassing PNG, Solomon Islands (except Rennell and Bellona Islands), Vanuatu, Fiji and the Kanaks of New Caledonia.Micronesia, is characterized by over 2000 small islands, (the largest of which is Guam) and Polynesia, the largest subregion, is made up of over 1000 islands, the largest of which is of course New Zealand. In fact New Zealand was one of the last lands to be settled (around 7-800 years ago) when the Cook Islanders undertook voyages in their wakas or canoes.
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• Indigenous populations
• Affinity with nature
• Maritime / subsistence cultures
• Sensitive environments 

(ecosystems)
• Complex geo-political landscapes
• History of colonialism
• Marine casualties present as a 

serious disturbance to life and 
offence to nature

Pacific Islands and Reefs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we have seen by RENA, KEA TRADER, and SOLOMON TRADER, serious marine incidents are not a one offs, but these are the ones that make the biggest headlines. What about the wrecks don’t make western headlines?There are many other casualties with smaller vessels,  across many Pacific Islands and reefs,  but these are nations without the clout to demand full wreck removal. The peoples that suffer the consequences,  are the indigenous populations living within a subsistence economy. Marine casualties create a huge disturbance to the lives and balance of marine based populations. They can present as an offence to nature and as a failure of people’s guardianship of the environment. Add to this a complex geo-political landscape with international interests (dare I say exploitation) of their taonga or treasures. Most Pacific Islands have a colonial past, (which often didn’t go so well for the indigenous population) and which has over centuries created a oft times tense relationship between tribal authorities and local government. Some Island nations are still overseas territories overseen by America, Great Britain or France, which often meshes awkwardly with local and tribal politics Many Pacific Island nations are deeply religious and the influence of the church can sometimes be underestimated. There is often a fusion of Christianity and traditional beliefs. For example Tangaroa still rules the seas in Polynesia.



Weather
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Cyclones – November through April Southern Ocean Swells and Winter Trade Winds
West Tasman Sea low 
pressure systems

Southern Ocean high 
Pressure Systems

 Categories 1 to 5 (Gusts to 151 knots)
 Cyclone contingency plans essential
 Expert meteorological service

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although Magellan may have found the Pacific peaceful, it is often anything but, as La Peruse found out with his ships La Boussole and L'Astrolabe were wrecked on Vanikoro Island in the Solomon Islands.Tropical revolving storms often batter the Pacific Islands and the lands around the Pacific, and can be significant complicating factors during salvage operations. The figure on the left shows cyclone tracks for the past 10 years. The cyclone tracks off Western Australia and Queensland Coast follow relatively consistent and predictable pathways. The Western Pacific cyclones paths are highly variable and dependant upon the passing mid latitude high pressure systems which tend to “steer” the cyclones. The development of an adequate cyclone contingency plan is therefore essential for safe operations throughout the cyclone season. The swell patterns radiating up into the Pacific low latitudes from the Southern Ocean can also severely hinder salvage and wreck operations in exposed locations. The engagement of an experiences forecasting service is essential in this area. 



Salvage and Wreck Removal in Oceania
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Oceania Focus For 
Wellbeing
 Social
 Economic
 Environmental
 Cultural

Normal 
Considerations For 
Any Successful Salvage 
Or Wreck Removal
 Safety
 Technical
 Operational
 Logistical

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what does all this mean in terms of salvage and wreck removal in the Pacific?Normal considerations for successful salvage and wreck removal are Safety of LifeProtection of the Environment - not only limited to oil pollution but must also include potential marine contaminants and potential flotsam generating cargoes. Our experience has shown that shoreline oiling and flotsam events cause significant community angst and frustration, are expensive to deal, with and can often lead to claims for compensation. Salvaging property or minimising costs associated with wreck removalMinimising ongoing environmental damage due to salvage or wreck removal operationsHowever, in the unique Oceania context, shipowners need to think beyond these traditional challenges and equally consider the environmental, social, cultural and economic impacts of marine casualties. As our case studies will demonstrate, only where these four areas of impact are addressed, can truly successful salvage and wreck removal be achieved.Societal and cultural issues must be addressed early. If the cost of engagement is considered to be high it is nothing compared to the cost of not engaging. Wrecks are the owners responsibilities not the authorities. 



Social and Economic

• Political environment.
• Environmental interests and 

activists.
• General population.
• Community champions.

• Economic impacts. 
• Effects on Livelihoods.
• Environmental clean up.
• Business interests (exploitation?).
• Controls or regulations – absence of
• Corruption!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Understanding the social influences at play are equally as important as understanding the environmental and cultural landscapeUnderstanding the political landscape, and what can be at times unexpected responses (including nothing) for impacted communities. Absorb community and individual anger, acknowledge their pain and empathise! Show each other your box of problems. Everyone with an internet connection is a journalist with a camera, an opinion and Facebook pageEnvironmental interests and activists are important to understand and communicate with. Knowing your community champions is important, they are often the familiar faces in the room, and sometimes the loudest voices, but they are your impacted community.Consider economic factors such as the dependencies of subsistence communities, local business (fishing and seafood) and in general the local economy – Is tourism and the special environmental branding at risk?Understand the cost of the clean up following a pollution event, if you don’t front up and front up early, expect the wrath of the authorities. If you lack control, you will not have a place at the table but you WILL be picking up the bill!



Environmental
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UNESCO World Heritage Areas
Australia’s Great Barrier Reef
New Caledonia’s Grande Lagoon 
New Zealand's Fiordland 
Lord Howe Island
Tasmanian South West
Macquarie Island
Solomon Islands – Rennell 
Island’s Lake Tegano
New Zealand’s sub-Antarctic 
Islands

SOLOMON TRADER – Vessel grounded in a 
gale. A significant HFO spill occurred when the 
casualty degraded during an unforecast cyclone 
– Oma. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to the distinct biodiversity previously mentioned, the Pacific ‘rim of fire’ has created a diverse landscape including UNESCO World heritage areas.For all Pacific Island cultures the physical and metaphysical realms co-exist, all things are part of an inter-connected system which requires balance. When the system comes under stress or pressure (say from a wreck or marine pollution event), a shift occurs, resulting in nature and/or people shifting towards a state of disease or disharmony. When the SOLOMON TRADER was being ransacked, a negotiating point with the Chief Joshua of nearby Mata Moana village was that the Wairua or spirit of the ship was being affected by the damage inflicted and that there may be consequences. The ship was seen as a gift from the sea and it was on his reef – that was until it started leaking HFOAdjacent Mata Moana village should have been evacuated due to the overpowering smell of hydrocarbons – but evacuated to where and with what?The concept of Wontok also prevails – what is yours is also mine – thi resulted in the loss of salvage equipment and stores



Cultural
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• Varying social structures between cultures.
• Territory, National and Local governments;
• Tribal existence - Government is not necessarily 

the recognised authority. 
• It is essential to determine where the seat of 

power lies and engage at the highest level early 
in the response.  

• Polynesia / Māori:
• Rangatira ki te rangatira (chief to chief).
• Kanohi ki te kanohi (face to face).
• Kaitiaki-tanga (guardianship) 

• Melanesia
• Tribal = Chief / Village Counsellor / Clans / 

Landowners (including reef ownership).

WORLD DISCOVERER
2000 - Solomon Islands - Salvage abandoned 
after a breakdown in communications resulting 
in shots being exchanged with the local tribe.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the indigenous peoples of Polynesia, share similar traits (including language, family, culture and beliefs and of course have a strong maritime tradition, the cultural landscape of the Pacific is indeed very diverse and norms cannot be expected to translate fluidly across the cultures. It is therefore essential that early in the process, the seat (or seats) of power are established and engaged with. This may initially through plenipotentiaries such as the Ward President, village councillor, a petite chief, landowner or even the chief’s son.An approach which ensures chief to chief discussions is desirable, this meeting must be also face to face. A missed step may result in inter tribal or even intra tribal violence if the ownership rights of one village or landholding clan to – say to a reef – are misrepresented. Engagement involves an understanding Kaitiaki-tanga (guardianship) which is  ubiquitous across Pacific Island cultures



Community Engagement & Public Information Management

• Understand the Geo-political context
• Community engagement plan
• Face to face meetings 
• Communications – coconut wireless
•Community based shoreline response

• Public information management 
• Multi- stakeholder messaging
• Local media content 
• ‘Faire coutume’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where unique pristine and biodiverse environments are the foundation of the local economy and where healthy environment and wellbeing go hand in hand, cultural sensitivity is critical. In indigenous communities, relationships are at the core of everything, who you are and where you come from matter, not for establishing your hierarchy and status, but to identify your ancestral roots and establish a connection.But community engagement and communication is more than just winning friends and influencing people. Gain the favour of the chiefs, so that unnecessary hurdles of a practical, logistical and economic nature can be avoided. Develop a cohesive community engagement plan, support a community based shoreline response – a lesson learnt from the RENAEngage in cultural ceremony and processes, acknowledging that while you may not be able to appease the gods, there are those that know how and can.Public Information Management is critical to risk and reputation. Employing a multi-agency approach with government agencies and ship owners (or owners representatives) demonstrates collaboration and can assist in clearly delineating roles and responsibilities.Again the answer is fronting up and fronting up early. This is an owners responsibility not one for the authorities…..but…..the authorities will be well pleased that it is being done. Forget your regular communications, press releases, LinkedIn and Twitter feeds, use the coconut wireless or jungle whisper. It requires a kanohi ki te kanohi (face to face) approach, community meetings and above all listening.Which leads us to our case studies……



RENA – Textbook Cultural Relations
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• Oil pollution / Flotsam / Seabed debris / ship 
wreckage

• Damaged to Mauri (life force) / failed kaitiakitanga 
(cultural offense) / anger!

• Whilst salvage and clean up operations progressed 
the RENA Project Control Group (PCG) was formed. 

• Legal, Resource Management Act Consultants, 
Communications & Cultural Experts and TMC 
comprised the team under the Owners 
management  with insurers support

• Lessons learnt were successfully applied to KEA 
TRADER and SOLOMON TRADER by TMC

Reef prior to clean-up

Reef post clean-up

TMC – iwi diveKaumatua Karakia

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The RENA Project Team identified that community and cultural engagement were going to be critical in reaching a position where an application could be made under the Resource Management Act to “dump” (the correct legal term) the remains of the RENA on the top and sides of Otāiti Reef. Initially the team faced universal and uncompromising demands for full wreck removal from the National and Local Government, community groups and iwi tribes. A long period of genuine engagement through Rangatira ki te rangatira and the development of personal relationships and trust resulted in a situation where an open and honest dialogue could occur. Through this engagement period, iwi were able to express their hurt, offense and other feelings about the grounding and pollution directly to the Owners and Insurers. In return the Project team was able to rationally explain the difficulties, delays and dangers of the wreck removal operation.Concurrent to the boat trips, iwi representatives dived at the reef under controlled circumstances and guided by myself. Progressively, as the site was cleaned of wreck, debris and contaminant cargoes, it became clear that the mauri or life force of the reef was returning along with its marine life. Ultimately, by adopting a co-operative and pragmatic approach to the clean up and wreck removal, all but a few fringe iwi groups dropped their demands for full wreck removal. After demonstrating that the wreck was no longer a hazard to navigation or a hazardous wreck and taking into account revised cultural and social positions, the New Zealand government withdrew its Maritime Transport Act notices requiring full wreck removal. 



SOLOMON TRADER – Remote Island Response
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The wreck removal of SOLOMON TRADER confirmed that wreck removals in remote locations, with absolutely no infrastructure – can occur. Resolve Salvage, who had a track record of working in remote locations in South America, were appointed to remove the wreck. This video was taken after the worst of the oil spill had occurred during cyclone Oma. Rennel Island is an hours flight south of Honiara in a leaky plane.There is accommodation but no restaurant, no hire cars. The two community shops sell bully beef, spam, sweets and cigarettes. There are no sealed or regularly graded roads. 



Larceny Control and Public Safety

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Achieving planned results is difficult in the Pacific. Rennel Island was double triple difficult. Everything and everyone required was mobilised from Australia, USA and Singapore. Logistics were managed using Honiara as a supply base and transporting everything to site by LCTs.Initial accommodation was 30 km away from the wreck site. The daily commute took 90 minutes each way – if we could hire a one of the island’s few cars from a local. At Kanggava Bay, the logging port had to be rebuilt to handle the salvage equipment. A storage base including electricity, a kitchen, cooks, and doctor were established at Lavanggu village along with a temporary satellite communications station. The good relations established with the population when I arrived on site were maintained when Salvage Master, Captain Stu Miller mobilised to site with his salvage team. 



Rennell Island Infrastructure
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Mining port operations
No controls of any description 

« Internet café » – 1 mb emails
Limited communications

Lavanggu Village  
Chiefs son’s wedding
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• The coastal state’s legal and infrastructure 
framework can have a large bearing on the 
outcome

• Abandoned wrecks are left on too many 
reefs and in harbours – owners walking away 
from their responsibilities

• Nations (even resourced ones) are often 
unable to pursue unresponsive, recalcitrant 
owners who have:

• No P and I cover 
• Weak P and I cover
• No interest in the environment

Environmental, Social And Governance Failures
CHUAN I SHIN - 2022

PING DA 7 - 2013

SHEN GANG SHUN  1 
- 2021

OU YA LENG No. 6 -
2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we have seen by RENA, KEA TRADER, and SOLOMON TRADER serious marine incidents are not a one offs but these are the ones that make the press. What about the wrecks don’t make Western headlines?These wrecks picture here are the definition of unsustainability.Safety issues – rotting bait or catch - Hydrogen sulphide risks / enclosed space risksUncontrolled hydrocarbon releasesPlastic and PCB releasesOngoing reef damage Movement and degradationIron induced phase shifts on coral reefs – Black reefs50 years plus for wrecks to breakdown



Solutions?
• Reinforce Coastal State’s wreck removal legal 

powers – like Niue;
• Strengthen Port State Control standards –

training and support;
• Mandate reputable P and I cover for all vessels 

trading or fishing in the Pacific;
• Western & Central Pacific Fisheries Commission 

(WCPFC) introduce a levy on vessels 
participating in or supporting the fishery as 
most of the wrecks being abandoned are 
associated with this fishery. 

• Know thy neighbour, engage with them and 
appease their gods. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And perhaps if those intrepid early explorers, Magellan, Dufresne, Cook and La Peruse had realized the significance of community engagement and effective communication,  maybe they would not have perished.
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